resolution

kJLESL RECTIONS. INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

WHEREAS, any official position of the City of Los Angeles with respect to legislation, rules, regulations or
policies proposed to or pending before a local, state, or federal government body or agency must have
first been adopted in the form of a Resolution by the City Council with the concurrence of the Mayor; and
WHEREAS, on March 26, 2020, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced a
sweeping relaxation of environmental rules in response to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, the relaxation would allow power plants, factories and other facilities to determine for
themselves if they are able to meet legal requirements on reporting air and water pollution for an
undetermined period of time; and
WHEREAS, the policy sets new guidelines for companies to monitor themselves for an undetermined
period of time and the agency will not issue fines for violations of certain air, water and hazard-waste
reporting requirements; and
WHEREAS, the costs of cleaning up any pollution allowed by this policy will be externalized by
corporations onto public agencies, including the City of Los Angeles; and
WHEREAS, environmental groups and former Obama administration officials described the policy as an
unprecedented relaxation of rules for petrochemical plants, oil refineries and other major polluters; and
WHEREAS, the EPA should be guided by science when crafting and implementing policy and should put
the health and welfare of the American people and the environment ahead of industry interests; and
WHEREAS, the City of Los Angeles has committed to aggressive climate emissions reductions and
environmental protections for the health of the City and its residents, the economic health of its
businesses, and the future of its children; and
WHEREAS, the Trump administration is actively and insidiously gutting environmental protections under
the cover of the COVID-19 outbreak, hoping nobody will notice; and
WHEREAS, taking any advantage of the coronavirus crisis to gut environmental protections in a time of a
climate emergency and a widespread biodiversity crisis is anti-science, immoral, illogical, dangerous and
just plain wrong;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, with the concurrence of the Mayor, that by the adoption of this
Resolution, the City of Los Angeles hereby includes in its 2019-2020 Federal Legislative Program
OPPOSITION to the Environmental Protection Agency's relaxation of environmental rules in response to
the COVID-19 pandemic since this move would negatively impact the health and welfare of the American^1
people and the environment.
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PRESENTED BY:
PAUL KORETZ
Councilmember, 5th District

SECONDED BY:
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